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A B S T R A C T  
 

This paper provides a model to identify website vulnerability to Code Injection Attacks (CIAs). The 
proposed model identifies vulnerabilities to CIA of various websites, to check vulnerable to CIAs. The 
lack of existing models in providing checking against code injection has motivated this paper to present 
a new and enhanced model against web code injection attacks that uses SQL injections and Cross-Site 
Script (XSS) injections. This paper previews a self-checking protection model which enables web 
administrators to know whether their current protection program is adequate, or whether a website needs 
stronger protection against CIAs. The Automated Injection’s model is to check vulnerable to cod 
injection. The checking methodology consists of many intrusion methods that the attacker may use to 
launch code injection attacks. Methodology can give a high precision of CIA vulnerability checking for 
a website compared with other approaches (the minimum accuracy different between proposed approach 
and other approaches is 3.15%). CIAs can be a serious problem for vulnerable websites including 
stealing, deleting, or altering important data. Extensive experiments are conducted and compared with 
existing research [e.g. 1, 5, and 9] to study the effectiveness of the proposed model that can check whether 
a website is vulnerable to CIAs. The performance of the suggested approach has been tested on SQL 
injections and XSS injections. The studies showed that the detection rate of our model is 95.27%, and 
the false positive rate is 5.55%. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many organizations have security issues in securing their web applications against code injection attacks. Injection attacks, 
such as SQL injection and Cross-Site Script (XSS) attacks enable hackers to exploit web application security to engage in 
malicious activity, such as modifying data, disrupting businesses and even destroying data. In this paper we present a model 
to help organizations protect themselves against these types of attacks. The model enables organizations to check if their 
web applications are vulnerable to injection attacks. Then allows organizations to secure their web applications [28-32]. 

The model works by attempting to inject SQL and XSS meta-codes to the target website to check for vulnerability to Code 
Injection Attacks (CIAs). Firstly, we specify the meta-codes for SQL and XSS injections, as shown in Table 1. 

TABLE I. SQL INJECTION ATTACK AND XSS ATTACK SYNTAX. [27] 

SQL injection code  XSS injection code  

'=''OR' <Script>Alert(‘Xss Attack’)</script> 

or 0=0– <IMG SRC="javascript:alert(88,83,83);"> 

or '2' = '2'   <script>alert(document.cookie)</script> 

') or ('1' = '1' %22sCrIpt%2Balert(%27XSS%27)%2B/sCrIpt%22 

Union <img Src=JavaScript:Alert(String.fromCharCode('XSS'))> 

' <img Src=# onMouseOver="Alert('XSS Attack')"> 

Shutdown <scRipT>alERt(string.Fromcharcode('XSS’))</scRipT> 
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Fig. 1. Example of Websites that are Vulnerable to SQL Injection Attacks [11]  

 

The model works by injecting the SQL and XSS meta-codes to the website that an organization can check for vulnerability 
to CIAs. If the injection operation succeeds, the Error details are displayed on the webpage as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 shows eight vulnerable websites. The websites were injected with the meta-code ('). The injection results show 
where there are Errors in the MySQL server or SQL syntax and leaving the websites vulnerable to injection attacks. 

Website vulnerability can be checked on web pages connected to a database of a website. If a webpage is connected to a 
database, the URL ends with a sequence of a question mark (?), database identifier, equal sign (=) and a number, such as 
?databaseid=x; for example: image.php?imageid=7, sermon.php?sermonid=11. 

Manual checks for XSS vulnerability that are performed by inserting XSS scripts, such as <script>alert 
(string.Fromcharcode(‘xss’))</script> into form fields, XSS scripts sent by using HTTP requests, then pop-up responses 
occur.  

There are three sorts of XSS injection attacks:  1. stored cross site scripting; 2. reflected cross site scripting; and 3. Dom-
based cross site scripting. 

1. Stored Cross Site Scripting: Stored XSS vulnerability are tested by a user entering an XSS script to a form in a 
website. A message is displayed to a second user on the website as shown in Figures 2 and 3 [22, 23]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. An Example of injecting a Stored cross site scripting attack. 
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Fig. 3. Result of stored cross site scripting attack 

 

2. The Reflected Cross-Site Scripting: Reflected XSS is the most common sort of XSS attack. The attack is created 
by sending many malicious URLs with the URL parameters to other users. The malicious URLs are sent by instant 
messages, e-mail, forums, or blogs. 

Even though some users might not click on links that look like malicious links, the reflected XSS can be executed 
using JavaScript.  

An example of reflected XSS using denial of service attack could be performed on the server by executing the 
script: (Article.PHP ? Title = <Meta%20Http-Equiv = "Refresh"%20Content="0;">). This script is a refresh request 
that happens every 0.3 second to particular webpage. It leads to an infinite loop of refresh requests, so it might bring 
down the database server or the website by flooding them with refresh requests [22]. 

3. The DOM-Based cross site scripting: The HTML documents have an associated Document Object Model (DOM), 
consisting of objects representing the document properties of the browser. The DOM-Based XSS attack payload is 
executed as a result of modifying the DOM in the target user’s browser, so when a script is executed in the client 
side, the browser obtains the code with the DOM of the webpage. A hacker then can access various properties of 
the page. There are many objects that the attacker may change for generating an XSS condition. The common 
objects are:  

        Document.location object, Document.referrer object, and Document.url object. 

An example, http://www.website1.com.au /web1.html?Default=<SCRIPT>Alert(Document.Cookie)</SCRIPT>. 
If the hacker administrates a hacking website that contains a URL of a vulnerable website on a client's local system, 
a XSS script could be executed with privileges of the user on the vulnerable website [24].  

The paper is structured as follows: Section two presents the Problem Statement; Section three is the Literature Review; 
Section four is on Proposed Model; Section five is the Methodology; Section six is the Experimental Setup; Section seven 
focuses on the comparison with other approaches; Finally, Section eight is the Conclusion of the main themes covered here. 

 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT  

A significant security challenge in the web applications is unaware of CIA's. Many website administrators do not know if 
their websites are vulnerable to CIA. When an organization creates its website, the admin of the website may not be aware 
of which anti-malware software to utilize for protection against malware. The organization chooses a protection system 
depending on many factors including how much they can afford, and how strong the anti-malware program is. In some cases, 
the web administrator does not know if the anti-malware program is beneficial to protect against CIA's and can give full 
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protection to a website against CIA's [12]. This uncertainty justifies further research. Although there is a great deal of research 
about detection of and protection from hacking attacks, and also many systems can provide some kind of protection against 
hacking attacks. There is a lack of research in area of checking the website vulnerability against CIA’s. The review of current 
literature reveals the detection and protection against CIA, but not on checking of vulnerability before any attack occurs. 
This issue is important because it can provide a web administrator an alert for any susceptible of vulnerable websites against 
CIA.   

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW  

The literature review discusses investigations of CIA. Some studies [4, 7] provide a model to detect different types of CIA 
and malware such as SQL injection, XSS attack, Missing Function Call fault (MFC), and fault injection attack. This differs 
from our work, in that we are checking on code injection vulnerabilities in web pages rather than detecting malware. In other 
research [3], the authors present AJECT (Attack inJECtion Tool) to locate many sorts of code injection vulnerabilities such 
as buffer over-flow, format string, and information disclosure bug. In contrast, our work focuses on finding SQL injection 
and XSS vulnerabilities. Other studies [6, 1, and 8] evaluates web pages’ vulnerabilities by using commercial web scanners 
(black-box), and compares the efficiency of different scanner tools in the detection of web page vulnerabilities. This differs 
from our work in a web checking model whereas the previous research [6, 1, and 8] used commercial web scanners. One 
study [8] compared their open source scanner with commercial web vulnerability scanners, by creating two web servers for 
the comparison process and using different web applications to build the web servers such as: Mutillidae, WebGoat, Swapp, 
and DVWA (Damn Vulnarable Web Application). The significance of our work provides a model for self-checking for 
global web pages on the Internet. This is more significant than the study by Bhojak et al. [8]. They used just two costume-
built webservers to compare the efficiency of their open source scanner with commercial web scanners, whereas our model 
can check vulnerabilities of any web page on the Internet. 

With the focus on detection of CIA, Stott et al. [7] proposed a framework for assessing dependability in distributed systems 
with lightweight fault injectors where the authors used Networked Fault Injection and Performance Evaluator (NFTAPE) to 
detect automated fault injection attacks. Authors used NFTAPE to help in solving many issues, such as monitors, fault 
injector, target specific, and performance fault. The authors used fault injections to increase the error rate in the system. By 
presenting the weakness and evaluating the coverage of fault injection technique, the authors can analyse the dependability 
of the system. Different tools of fault injection techniques proposed by the authors, these injectors consist of simulated fault 
injectors, physical fault injectors, and Software Implemented Fault Injectors (SWIFI). SWIFI is not expensive, easy tool to 
develop, and runs in the framework. The architecture components help to create easier in many operating systems such as 
windows, and Linux by using NFTAPE. Authors used NFTAPE for the experiments on fault injection technique. They 
proposed two experiment examples of fault injection technique. The first experiment example was by using a hardware fault 
injector. The authors injected bit Errors into the physical layer of a LAN link. The second experiment example was a fault 
injector of Debugger-Based by using a framework of the real space imaging. NFTAPE is flexible with an ability to execute 
Simulated-Based Fault Injector, SWIFI, or Hardware-Based Fault Injector.  

In evaluation of commercial scanners, Fonseca et al. [6] evaluated web pages’ vulnerabilities by using commercial scanners, 
and injection software faults into websites. The authors compare the efficiency of many different commercial scanners in 
the detection of the vulnerabilities. By analysing the False Positive (FP) and the True Positive (TP), the authors could evaluate 
three different types of the commercial vulnerability scanners to decide which scanner has better ability to detect code 
injection vulnerabilities in the web applications. The result shows that the scanners have different results but the three of 
them obtained high False Negative (FN) and False Positive (FP) percentage values (FP is in between 20% to 77%). In future, 
the authors want to evaluate the same method to different web applications that have not been subjected to this method, and 
then compare many other approaches to get precise experimental results. They intend studying on type of programming code 
in the web application leads to code injection vulnerabilities in order to further support the prevention of code injection 
vulnerabilities. 

 

4. PROPOSED MODEL  

In this section, we present our model for checking the website vulnerabilities to CIAs. Figure 4 illustrates five phases; phase 
1: URL Collection, phase 2: Proposed Method, Phase 3: Dataset Testing, phase 4: Proposed Classifier, phase 5: Classifier 
Result. These phases are explained in separate subsections as follows: 
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Fig. 4.  The Components of Checking the Website Vulnerabilities of our Model 

 

4.1  URL Collection 

Initially, the dataset was collected from many different sources. After collecting the datasets, we sort them in the MySQL 
program as vulnerable and not vulnerable websites, in order to utilize them as training and testing datasets. 

URLs from eleven different open sources are collected [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 25]. In addition, we collected 
the benign dataset from our previous research [10]. URL of the page is entered from the dataset to check if it is vulnerable 
to SQL and XSS injection attacks. The proposed model provides the URL links related with the URL link that has been 
entered. 

4.2 Proposed Method 

This phase mixes the vulnerable and not vulnerable websites together, and prepare them to create three training datasets. 
Proposed model is trained with the training datasets to check whether it works correctly or not, and verifies with each SQL 
and XSS code that is inject into every URL link in the training dataset.  

The C# platform and code for checking the vulnerable website is as shows in Figures 5 and 6. 

 

Fig. 4.  The C# Platform of checking the website vulnerabilities 
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Fig. 5.  The C# code of checking the website vulnerabilities 
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If the code injection succeeded, proposed model would not obtain an Error in related to the code injection method. If an Error 
is notified, the code injection method did not succeed, so the website is not vulnerable to CIA. 

4.3 Dataset Testing 

In the Dataset Testing phase, various datasets are created for both training and testing phases to utilize them in the Proposed 
Classifier. The sizes of the Training Dataset samples are 297, 311, and 530. The sizes of the Testing Dataset samples created 
by using MySQL program are 847, 1084, and 1212.  

4.4 Classifier 

Proposed Classifier receives the URL link from the dataset, opens the webpage of the URL and checks whether it is 
vulnerable to CIA t by injecting both XSS and SQL syntaxes automatically into the website. Datasets can be checked and 
classified with the proposed model. XSS and SQL syntaxes are collected from different resources. These syntaxes are the 
most common injections that have been used by hackers to attack web applications. Next subsection explains the process in 
detail.  

The existing classifications in the literature are similar to the proposed classification, except existing classifications did not 
build a model to inject XSS and SQL syntaxes on the website, worked on commercial scanners and did XSS and SQL code 
injections manually. 

4.5 Classifier Result 

The last phase is the Classifier Result. In this phase, the proposed model informs whether websites in the dataset are 
vulnerable to CIAs. If the intrusion of the URL link succeeds, then the model notifies that the website is vulnerable to CIAs. 
Otherwise, if an Error is notified, it means the intrusion did not succeed and the webpage is not vulnerable to CIAs.  

Results of the Proposed Classifier are collected and determine the output result which consists of the precision rate (PR), the 
recall rate (RR), the false positive (FP), the false negative (FN), the true positive (TP), the true negative (TN), and the 
accuracy (ACC). 

 

5. METHODOLOGY  

Proposed model differs from previous research using existing tools, injects code automatically to check whether the web 
application has a vulnerability to CIAs.  

The structure of the proposed model is as follows: The first step is to enter the URL of the page to check vulnerability to 
SQL injection and XSS attacks. Model gives the URL links related with the URL link that has been entered. The basic idea 
is to find the URL links that contain the databases of the main web page entered for vulnerability checking in the model. 

In the second step, vulnerabilities of URL checks links by injecting SQL and XSS code in every URL. In this step, the SQL 
and XSS scripts are as follows:  

Inject[0] = "'=''or'". 

Inject[1] = "OR 1=1–". 

Inject[2] = "'OR". 

Inject[3] =   "%22sCrIpt%2Balert(%27XSS%27)%2B /sCrIpt%22".  

Inject[4] = "OR '0'= '0'". 

Inject[5] = "') OR ('0' = '0'". 

Inject[6] = "'UNION'". 

Inject[7] = "'WHERE'". 

Inject[8] = “ ‘ ”.  

Inject[9] = “"'<script>alert(‘XSS')</script>”. 

Inject[10] = “%22%27><img%20src%3d%22javascript:alert(%27XSS%27) %22>”. 

Inject[11]= “ "' < img%20src%3D%26%23x6a;%26%23x61;%26%23x76; 

%26%23x61;%26%23x73;%26%23x63;%26%23x72;%26%23x69;%26%23x70;%26%23x74;%26%23x3a;alert(%26

quot;XSS%26quot;)>”. 

Inject[12]= “%22%20Style%3D%22BackGround:url (JavaScript: Alert (%27xss %27))%22%20OS%22”. 

Inject[13] = “%22%2BAlert(%27XSS%27)%2B%22”. 

Inject[14] =” <table background="javascript:alert( ([code])"></table>”. 

Inject[15] = “<object type=text/html data="javascript: alert(([code]);"></object>”. 

Inject[16] = “<body onload="javascript:alert(([code])"> </body>”. 
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Inject[17] = “waitfor delay '0:0:5'”. 

Inject[18] =  “SHUTDOWN;” [26]. 
 

In the final step, if the code injections succeed, model will not obtain an Error about the code injection method, thus indicating 
vulnerability. If an Error is notified, the code injection method did not succeed, so the website is not vulnerable to CIA. 
Testing dataset for checking website vulnerabilities are taken from eleven different resources and from real websites. 

The methodology of the research is different than other research methodologies have been previewed in the literature review. 
Proposed methodology depends on checking vulnerabilities of the web applications by injecting XSS and SQL code 
automatically to a website, whereas others depend on commercial vulnerability scanners, or building a protection model for 
the web application against CIAs.   

 

6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

Vulnerable datasets are collected for experiment from ten different open sources [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 25]. 
In addition, the benign datasets are from our previous research [10].  

Proposed model is built using C# programming language and MySQL server to build dataset. Every data line of dataset code 
is checked automatically.  

6.1 Proposed Algorithm 

In this subsection, the algorithm for web page vulnerability checking is presented. The algorithm is as shown below.  

Algorithm 1. Web page vulnerability checking algorithm  

Step one: 

Enter the potentially vulnerable URL link in the text box of the search button of our program. 

 

Step two:  

Obtain the URL of web pages in related to the URL link that has been entered in the Text-Box of the search button. 

 

Step three:  

From step two, our model obtains URLs of pages that may contain the database of the website’s link that we have 

previously entered for vulnerability checking. 

 

Step four:  

Press on the start checking button to check the URL’s links, and start injecting SQL and XSS code automatically. 

 

Step five: 

The model injects XSS and SQL scripts as follows:  

Inject[0] = "'=''or'". 

Inject[1] = "OR 1=1–"…etc. 

 

Step six:  
If the code injection attack succeeds, our model will not give any Error about the code injections, indicating vulnerability. If an 

Error is notified, the code injection did not succeed, so the website is not vulnerable. 

 

6.2 Algorithm Evaluation 

Proposed algorithm has been evaluated with three different datasets. Three datasets from eleven different data  sources are 
used. The sizes of the datasets 1, 2, and 3 are:   

78, 75, and 106 respectively. Table 2, below, represents three different datasets of dataset A; the highest value of the accuracy 
result is 0.9622 in dataset A, 3. 
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TABLE II. THE RESULT TABLE OF DIFFERENT DATASETS THAT CLASSIFIED BY THE MODE  

Data set A TP TN FP FN TNR PR RR Accuracy 

         

Data set 1 36 37 3 2 0.9250 0.9230 0.9473 0.9358 
         

Data set 2 31 41 2 1 0.9534 0.9393 0.9687 0.9600 

         

Data set 3 42 60 3 1 0.9523 0.9333 0.9767 0.9622 

         

Average 36.333 46.00 2.66 1.33 0.9435 0.9318 0.9642 0.9527 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. The ROC Diagram of the Result of the Dataset A 

Figure 6 shows the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for the performance of the proposed results. The ROC 
curve shows the relationship between two characteristics: The True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR) of 
the dataset A. According to Figure 5, the high accuracy values interpreted by the curve represent the relationship between 
the recall rate (RR), and the false positive rate (FPR). 

 

7. COMPARISON WITH OTHER APPROACHES   

This section explains comparison of the results with those of previous approaches using different methods 

7.1 Training Security team 

Fonseca et al. (2008) detected web vulnerabilities against CIAs by changing the code of the webpage. The changes on the 
code of the webpage do not affect the running of the webpage, and it runs without any Errors in the execution [5]. Table 3, 
below, illustrates how one of these changes is executed, depending on which code is surrounding the function of the code. 
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TABLE III.  CHANGES IN THE CODE AND THE FUNCTION OF THE CODE 

 Functions of the code The code Example 

1 If the function is used in an assignment as the 

only line of code and the variable is not inside 
a 

$_Get, $Http_Get_Vars, $_Post, 

$Http_Post_Vars 
 PHP Variable Array 

We omit the whole line of the 

code. 

omit the line “$vuln_var = interval($vuln_var);”; 

2 If the function is used in an assignment as the 

only line of code and the variable is inside a 
$_Get, 

$Http_Get_Vars, $_Post, $Http_Post_Vars 

 PHP Variable Array 

We just omit the function from the 

code, Leave the argument without 
changing. 

replace “$vuln_var = interval($_GET[‘vuln_var’]);” 

With “$vuln_var = $_GET[‘vuln_var’];”; 

3 If the variables is inside, the $_Get, 
$Http_Get_Vars, $_Post, $Http_Post_Vars  

PHP Variable Array 

We Leave the variables in the code, 
only the function is omitted. 

replace “…“’str1’.intval($vuln_var). ’str2’”;” With  
…“’str1’.$vuln_var.’str2’”;”. 

 

The results show that the integer variables ("int" as in C language) are the main code injection vulnerable target. Those 
variables have been collected from subtype A and are responsible for 45% of all the vulnerabilities found. Code checks “int" 
variables’ values for non integer values such as “Display” and “Assign”. The variables that contain integer values can be a 
target for the penetration of code injection attacks; and a penetration attack can succeed by adding syntax to them. For 
example: 

A- Penetration of SQL injection attacks, for example: “or 3=3”, “or ’D’=’D’”.  

B- Penetration of XSS injection attacks, for example: “<scrIpT>Alert(’alert xss attack 1’)</scrIpT>”. 

C- Adding at the begin or at the end of the variables, for example: [”], [( ] ,[ )] , [ >], [<] ,[ ’]. 

The existing codes used commercial vulnerability scanners for web pages to check if the commercial scanners can detect the 
vulnerabilities and assist the security penetration teams to interpret the results. HP-WEBINSPECT, IBM WATCHFIRE-
APPScan scanners are also used and named them as Q1 and Q2, in order to make them anonymous because the commercial 
license does not allow the publication of evaluation of the commercial scanner. 

The Test Results:  

The precision rate of Commercial Vulnerability Scanners is twenty percent. The precision rate of the security teams after the 
basic training period is 30%, while the precision rate of the security teams after the specific training period is 70% [5]. 

Code Inspection Results: 

The precision rate of the security teams after the basic training period is around 56%, whereas the precision rate of our model 
is 93.36%, and the recall rate of our model is 98.26%. 

The limitation is that the authors did not build a model to check the vulnerability tested CIAs. They tested commercial 
vulnerability scanners, and trained Security Teams to detect the vulnerability against code injection attacks in the web pages. 

7.2 Web Application Protection (WAP) implementation 

Medeiros et al. (2014) presented a methodology to protect web pages. Their methodology depends on analysing the source 
code of the web pages to detect the code injection vulnerabilities and modify the source code to hackers from successfully 
penetrating the webpage [9]. Web sites are the biggest source of problems from a security point of view with reports 
indicating an increase of web site attacks in 2012 of around 33%. 

The main reason for an increase in web page attacks is that many users do not have enough knowledge on secure web pages. 
The contribution of this research for web application security is that programmers can learn from their mistakes by practicing 
finding the code injection vulnerabilities and fixing them. 

The authors use a static analysis mechanism with a hybrid method to detect code injection vulnerability, which gives an 
effective way to detect the code injection vulnerabilities in the source code, but it may report many false positives. 

Design and implementation of Web Application Protection (WAP) includes analysing the PHP programs. An attacker enters 
the web page by using entry points, such as $ GET, then penetrates the vulnerability using a database query language such 
as MySQL. Many attackers use benign inputs with meta-characters or meta-data such as ', OR. WAP can protect the websites 
by adding sanitization functions between the entry points ($ GET) and the database query language (MySQL).  
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Table 4 shows the sanitization functions that have been used to remove the SQL injection vulnerabilities, by using the PHP 
as a programming language. 

TABLE IV. SANITIZATION FUNCTIONS USED TO FIX PHP CODE FOR SQLI VULNERABILITIES  

Vulnerability Entry Points Sensitive Sinks Sanitization Functions 

SQL injection vulnerability 1. $Get 

2. $Post 
3. $Cookie 

4. SQLI-$-REQUEST 

5. HTTP-Get-VARS 
6. HTTP-Post-VARS 

7. HTTP-Cookie-VARS 

8. HTTP-Request-VARS 
 

mysql-Query 

mysql-unbuffered-Query 
mysql-db-Query 

mysql-real-escape-String 

 
 

mysqli-Query 

mysqli-real-Query 

mysqli-master-Query 
mysqli-multi-Query 

mysql-real-escape-String 

mysqli-stmt-execute 

mysqli-execute 

mysqli-stmt-bind-Param 

 

 

CIA on the web page was launched, and checked whether the result was false positive or true positive. Source code of the 
web page was viewed to correct and validate it, the malicious attack of some types of meta-characters can be stopped.  

Existing research consists of two model tools, nine open-source frameworks, and the PHP code from National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST). The SAMATE dataset is from [http://samate.nist.gov/SRD/]. 

The WAP detector detected 68 vulnerabilities (22 to SQL injection attacks and 46 to XSS attacks), and 21 false positives. 
Pixy detected seventy 3 web page vulnerabilities to CIA (20 to SQL injection attacks and 53 to XSS attacks), 41 false 
positives and 5 false negatives. WAP-TA detected 5 web page vulnerabilities to CIA, while the other detectors could not 
detect them. 

The Pixy's accuracy is around 44%, while WAP-TA's accuracy is around 69%, and the WAP's accuracy is around 92%. The 
limitation of these models is the high false positive rate which is 20%. In contrast, the accuracy result of our model is 95.97%, 
the false positive rate is 5.55%, and the true positive is 98.11%. 

 

8. CONCLUSION   

This paper has proposed a model to check vulnerable websites to CIAs. The proposed approach provides significant 
performance in terms of precision compared with similar existing work. The proposed algorithm detects various types of 
CIAs such as SQL injection attacks, and cross site scripting attacks (XSS). The dataset in this research is built for executing, 
testing and measuring the performance of the model.  The accuracy result of our model is 95.27%, the precision rate is 
93.18%, and the recall rate is 96.42%. Existing research have been adopted only for checking the vulnerability of web pages 
by using commercial applications downloaded from the Internet, or by checking and encoding some locations in the source 
code of the web page to sanitize the web page from code injection vulnerabilities. In contrast, the proposed methodology is 
injecting SQL injection meta-codes and XSS meta-codes automatically using proposed model to validate whether the web 
page is vulnerable to CIA. It achieves greater accuracy compared to another research. 
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